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that in planning to go abroad he had any motive other than to "practise the
Catholic religion." The same month that he had been arrested when trying to leave
England, Pope Gregory XIII died suddenly on the nth of April, 1585, at the age of
eighty-two. Montaigne, who a few years previously had visited Rome, recorded his
impressions after High Mass at St. Peter's and an audience at the Vatican:
"A fine old man, of upright and medium stature: a face full of majesty; a
long white beard; his age is over eighty; the most vigorous and healthy being for
that age that it is possible to imagine: without gout, without' colique,' or any
other ailment: of a sweet nature, not troubling himself much about the affairs
of the world. A great builder, a great almsgiver . . .
" Public offices are troublesome to him. He throws them voluntarily on the
shoulders of others ... He gives as many audiences as people like. His
answers are short and firm, and one would but lose one's time did one endeavour
to dispute his decisions. What he judges to be just, he believes."1
We may think that Montaigne imputed to the Pope something of his own
aloofness from politics; for indifference to public affairs is not the impression which
Gregory XIII would otherwise produce.
His alertness up to the last; his daily ride, and his preference for mounting his
horse unaided, gave all who saw him an idea of mental as well as physical energy
unabated by age.2
Though his death removed one of the most notorious of Queen Elizabeth's
foes, she was destined to have an equally formidable antagonist in Sktus V. Of
the nine Popes contemporary with her reign,3 he is the next most outstanding to
Pius V.* Becoming, as he did, an almost legendary figure even during his lifetime,
some of the post-mortem renderings of his ideas and actions are picturesque rather
than precise/ His actual plans for England we shall in due course see, direct from
his own words.6 Meanwhile, both pontifically and in his capacity of temporal
Prince, he had, on his accession, a more immediate concern with France.
1" Thoughts from Montaigne. Selected by Constance Countess De La Warr. With an Introduction
and a Biographical Study.. Foreword by Egerton Castle" London, 1904, pp. 49-50.
2	For the standpoint of his English opponents, see Holinshed, Continuation, ed: 1808, Vol. IV. pp.
690-697; and for the Catholic view of his policy and actions, Pastor's (Austrian) Lives of the
Popes, English translation.   London,  1930.   For his monument, E.E. IV, racing p. 218.
3	See Table, E.E. V, p. 223.   * See E.E. Vol. II, pp. 43-51, and plates 7 and n.
5 As a new English History (1936) refers to his supposed admiration for Queen Elizabeth, it should
be added that this notion appears to arise not from his authentic words but from a retrospective
story. See E.E., p. 272, note 2.
Of many available biographies, one of the most interesting is " The Life and Times of Sixtm
the Fifth. By Baron Hubner, formerly Ambassador of Austria in Paris and in Rome. From
unpublished diplomatic correspondence in the State Archives of the Vatican, Simancas, Venice,
Paris, Vienna, and Florence. Translated from the original French by Hubert E. H. Jerningham"
[subsequently Sir Hubert, and Ambassador]. 2 vols., London, 1872. Since this was written, the
publication of the English Calendars of Simancas MSS. would make amplificatory footnotes easy for
any future editor.
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